
DESCRIPTION COACHING POINTS DIAGRAM

GAME 1

GAME 2

Scrimmage

AGE: 4 - 6 years
TOPIC: Ball Manipulation

FIRST COACHING POINT  
Ask players to try and run away 
towards the opposite side of the field 
to the alien 

SECOND COACHING POINT 
Ask players to try and ensure they 
know where the alien is at all times  

FIRST COACHING POINT  
Players use laces to dribble in a 
straight line 

SECOND COACHING POINT  
Players use big or little toe to turn 
the ball 

THIRD COACHING POINT 
Players use their sole for stopping 
and rolling the ball 

Try to keep the game flowing without 
breaking the play too often- have plenty of 
spare balls so that if it goes out you can toss 
a new one in. If you see a player being shy or 
hanging by the goal we can give them the 
ball and help them dribble up the field. 

Try to find instances to reiterate your 
coaching points - be quick and concise - hi-
light the positive application of your topic to 
show the players what you want them to do. 
Look out for

1) Players dribbling right in to a crowd
2) Players kicking the ball away immediately
3) Players unable to maneuver around an 

opponent

20 x 20 yard grid (the galaxy)- scatter discs (planets) around the area; enough for one disc per 
player. Each player has a ball (their spaceship) which they will fly around the galaxy. Players 
will get sixty seconds for each of the skills below - the objective is to do each skill as many 
times as they can - they can then try to beat their score each time: 

1) Visit each planet - they will hit each cone with their ball 
2) Orbit - they must dribble all the way around a cone 
3) Land - they must use the sole of their foot to get their ball to stop on top of the disc

Same set-up as above - this time the coach will join the game as the alien. The game starts 
with the players flying around the galaxy, when coach shouts "the alien is coming" players 
must try to avoid being tagged by the alien. They can simply run away or they can become 
safe by landing their spaceship on a planet and then they cannot be tagged. Maximize a 
players safety on any one planet to five seconds then they must fly to a new planet. If a player 
is tagged then they are frozen in space and must be rescued by another player - this is done 
with a simple high-five. To make the game interesting you can start to take away planets for 
them to land on.  

As a final twist you can tell players that once they are tagged they will also become an alien - 
challenge players to avoid being caught for as long as possible. 

Game time - 30x20 yard field with a small goal at each end - no goalkeepers - try to balance 
teams to play 3v3 (you may have a team of four if you have a few newer players, or a team of 
two if you have stronger players). The goal is to have every player involved and kicking the 
ball regularly 


